
Inventory case study



"
"
SengS Subsea Engineering Solutions Ltd where 
contracted to carry out a specialist detailed inventory and 
identification exercise on asset spares for a global Oil & 
Gas company based in Aberdeen. The scope of works 
included capturing unidentified and or unchecked asset 
spares information such as; description, material/part 
numbers (where available), quantities, item condition. 
Individual photographs were taken and hyperlinked from 
the inventory list  for visual reference."
"

Overall this project consisted of 3500+ fully assessed internal and external subsea asset spares.
During the inventory works a high priority request was lodged to recover specific hydraulic jumpers to assist with a current offshore 
low pressure (LP) hydraulic leak which required to be repaired immediately.  As the location of the required jumpers were unknown, 
SengS were provided with technical drawings of these compatible jumpers, from there SengS referenced the new inventory list 
and from visual images taken previously the jumpers were identified and shipped within 2 hours from initial investigation instruction.

The value of the new inventory had demonstrated that time had been saved during an emergency repair and also provided the 
client with full and up-to-date visibility of asset status which ultimately lead to procurement decisions being made in a more 
informed basis.
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Inventory List Features

•  Search Filter

•  Hyperlinked Images

•  Location

•  Description

•  Quantity

•  Condition



Search Filter

•  Full item search by:

   - Location
   - Photo no.
   - Material/Part no.
   - Description
   - Quantity
   - Item condition



Hyperlinked Images

•   Detailed images of 
    asset, hyperlinked directly 
    from each item

•   Easy reference for engineers

•   Large 300dpi Resolution 
    Images

•   Location and description  
    labeled file names 



Inventory Benefits

•  Fully ‘searchable’ asset list

•  Assists with rapid procurement

•  Simple cross referencing

•  Overall asset status

•  Accurate location status



Testimonial

“Previously there were attempts by others to capture important asset information, however this 
would always end up fragmented and incomplete.  SengS applied a more structured, specialist 
approach not only delivering the required scope of work beyond expectations, but doing so with 
great efficiency and professionalism”#
#
Client#




